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Abstract Gesture recognition is not only an important communication channel in
human-human interaction but it also allows a human to communicatewith other intel-
ligent devices. This paper presents a concept for controlling the car-like robot Avrora
Unior locomotion using gestures. We created a list of 18 control commands that con-
tains basic and compound commands. A group of 17 volunteers used this list to
create individual control gestures independently. A small part of the obtained dataset
of gestures was used with the Teachable machine service in order to preliminary
evaluate a possibility of constructing a full-scale model and to train it appropriately.
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The obtained model demonstrated acceptable recognition rate. We also attempted to
apply SURF and FLANN techniques for matching with the direct matching approach
and the skeleton-based approach, but the matching results were not satisfactory.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, computer vision is used in various types of activities, including such
complicated tasks as automatic object detection, search, and recognition.Recognition
systems might concentrate on such objects as car plates [1], component labels [2],
animals [3], and many others. In security field, human face recognition is used to
ensure security of ATMs [4] and personal gadgets [5]. In the medical field, computer
vision helps to detect leukocytes [6], cancer [7] and other diseases and disorders. In
search and rescue operations, when it is physically dangerous for a person to operate
within a dangerous zone, robots that replace people in victim search actively apply
computer vision techniques that allow autonomous functions of a vehicle [8] and
teleoperation remote control [9]. The list of objects of interest constantly replenishes
as new problems arise that are difficult for human precise and fast detection and
recognition capabilities.

Gesture recognition is often used as an important communication channel not
only in human-human and human-animal interaction, but in human-robot interac-
tion [10] and in a human communication with other intelligent devices and objects,
for example, in operating household devices [11] or in interactive game-based learn-
ing [12]. In [13] authors demonstrated a hand gesture interface system for appliances’
control in smart home environments [14]. In [15], a depth camera extracted a hand
depth silhouette and the obtained images were recognized using a trained random
forest[16]. In [17], a gesture recognition system generated an appropriate command,
which allowed a selection, a mouse control [18], an exit and other additional func-
tionalities.

In this paper, we focus on human-robot interaction using gestures [19]. Our long-
term project’s goal is to attempt enabling the car-like robot Avrora Unior (Fig. 1)
control with user gestures, while these gestures are not completely predefined in
advance [20]. To develop a gesture control concept for the Avrora Unior robot,
we carefully studied and tested locomotion capabilities of the robot and created an
exhaustive list of basic commands that are required to control the robot. A group of
students were asked to provide their own unlimited gestures, which in their opinion
would correspond to each command from the list. We attempted to use SURF [21]
and FLANN [22] approaches to allow gesture recognition without constructing a
skeleton of a user. This paper presents preliminary results of the pilot study.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section2 describes gesture control
concept for the Avrora Unior robot. Section3 explains process of collecting dataset
and its characteristics. In Sect. 4 we present pilot studies. Finally, we conclude in
Sect. 5.
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Fig. 1 The Avrora Unior
robot. Red rectangular shows
the Microsoft Kinect sensor

2 Gesture Control Concept

Use of gestures to interact with robots and smart devices has been explored in many
works. Gestures allow controlling industrial robots via gesture-based user-friendly
interface [23], Leap Motion technology [24] or Microsoft Kinect Controller [25].
Even a low-cost USB camera could successfully recognize and track user’s hand
movement and allow controlling simple activities [26, 27]. Phyo et.al. demonstrated
an interaction with a humanoid NAO robot assistant with static hand gestures [28].
Gao et.al. presented a gesture-based smart wheelchair control for aged and disabled
that was successfully validated within indoor environment [29]. Recently, Zhang
et.al. demonstrated a gesture-based control of a real unmanned vehicle with Kinect-
V2 sensor that employs upper body pose recognition for 13 joints and a dynamic
time warping [30].

Our car-like robot Avrora Unior (Fig. 1) is equipped with the Microsoft Kinect
sensor [31] that primarily targets for environment monitoring, mapping and obstacle
avoidance. An important characteristic of this controller is the range at which it guar-
antees correct values. Considering the depth sensor, the maximum distance between
an object and the sensor is limited to 3.5m [32]. This limitation should be taken into
account when control gestures are selected and when a dataset for machine learning
of possible gestures is constructed [33].

The Avrora Unior robot could be controlled in teleoperational mode using a spe-
cial one-hand held motion controller or locomote autonomously [34]. The primary
purpose of introducing additional gesture control was to enable hands-free conve-
nient testing process of new motion and interaction algorithms, which would allow
to correct the robot movement and to avoid accidents in a much more robust and fast
way. A user should approach the robot at a distance of 3–4m and, while staying in
front of the robot and entirely within the Microsoft Kinect sensor field of view, show
a particular control gesture, which triggers a corresponding command execution.
Currently, we selected control gestures to be static in order to reduce a complexity
of their recognition.
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Since for full-size autonomous vehicles safety is critical, typically all control
gestures are predefined in advance and then the robot control system is taught to
recognize these gestures using an exhaustive set of examples [35]. However, such
approach requires an operator to carefully study the gestures and to be always con-
centrated in order to use a proper one. In our case would like to allow an unprepared
user to control the robot intuitively, which implies an unconstrained control that
could guess the user intentions and operate accordingly.

At the first step of the project, we created a broad list of remote control commands.
The selection was based on several factors: a convenience of using a command, an
importance of the command, and a possibility of using it remotely. A basic set
contained just forward and backward motion, left and right turns. Next, several more
complicated commands were added to the set, e.g., turning 180 degrees, approaching
a static person and automatic parallel parking [36]. The set of the control commands
is presented in Table1.

3 Dataset

For dataset collection it was necessary to record a 30–40 s video with a static gesture
for each command keeping a distance from a camera to a user within a range of
3–4 m, which matches the Kinect sensor capabilities [37]. A group of 17 people,
students and employees of Laboratory of Intelligent Robotic Systems,1 were asked
to propose a gesture for each of the 18 control commands independently of the others.
None of the participants knew what gestures the other participants had selected. This
was done in order to analyze and select the most appropriate gesture for a particular
command based on the received variety of gestures and their statistical distribution.
Frames were extracted from each video using Matlab software. Table1 presents a
number of frames that were extracted from the collected set of 306 (17 people, 18
gestures each) short video sequences for each gestures.

Unfortunately, the similarity between gestures from different users was rather
small. Only one command, "Full stop", had a small variety of patterns and a sigh
similarity of gestures within a pattern in many cases (see Fig. 2).

4 Pilot Studies

4.1 Optimal Gestures Selection

A selection of optimal gestures for each command was based on 3 criteria: a size
(of a bounding box for entire user’s body, while demonstrating a command), an ease

1 https://kpfu.ru/eng/itis/research/laboratory-of-intelligent-robotic-systems.
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Table 1 The control commands list and a size of datasets (frames) for each command

No. Command Comments Frames

1 Moving forward At a predefined constant speed 30,755

2 Backward movement At a predefined constant speed 29,011

3 Turn the wheels to the right The wheels are turned, while the
vehicle is static, the turning angle
gradually increases

30,450

4 Turn the wheels to the left The wheels are turned, while the
vehicle is static, the turning angle
gradually increases

28,990

5 Increase speed Speed gradually increases by a
predefined value

29,048

6 Decrease speed Speed gradually decreases by a
predefined value

28,829

7 Full stop Emergency braking 30,233

8 A mode of ignoring a user is on Ignore all commands, except for a
full stop and a command to disable
this mode

30,615

9 A mode of ignoring a user is off Disable Ignore Mode 29,427

10 Move forward while turning the
wheels to the right

With a predefined constant speed
and a predefined angle of rotation of
the wheels

28,781

11 Move forward while turning the
wheels to the left

With a predefined constant speed
and a predefined angle of rotation of
the wheels

30,021

12 Move backward while turning the
wheels to the right

With a predefined constant speed
and a predefined angle of rotation of
the wheels

26,581

13 Move backward while turning the
wheels to the left

With a predefined constant speed
and a predefined angle of rotation of
the wheels

26,939

14 Automatic 180◦ turn 30,941

15 Automatic 90◦ turn to the right 29,691

16 Automatic 90◦ turn to the left 29,892

17 Drive to a user 31,205

18 Automatic parallel parking The only complicated command
within the set, which implies a
closest parking spot search [38] and
further parking [36]

31,847
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Fig. 2 Proposed gestures for "Full stop" command by two users

of use, and an absence of overlaps of upper limbs’ links of a user’s skeleton. It is
important that a bounding box for a gesture does not exceed a predefined threshold,
which depends on a distance from a user to the robot (in our pilot study selection we
targeted for distance of 3–4 m) and the user’s height; otherwise, the gesture might
be out of field of view of the Kinect sensor, which is located at a height of 0.35m
from the ground [39]. For example, Fig. 3 presents unsuitable gestures that would be
outside of field of view.

Some gestures might be difficult to perform due to physical limitations of an
average human skeleton and joints’ flexibility. This means it is highly likely that such
gestures would be rarely used by a typical user. Figure3 also presents an example of
a gesture that might be difficult to repeat as this posture is rather uncomfortable for
a typical human.

In order to analyze, a posture of a user and to extract a control signal from the
posture a basic skeleton extraction approach was selected. To draw a basic skeleton,
the OpenPose system [40] was used. It was decided to avoid using gestures that may
not be recognized correctly due to overlapping upper limbs’ links of a basic skeleton
(see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3 Examples of unsuitable gestures due to their bounding box height (left and center) and
uncomfortable posture (right)

Fig. 4 Examples of unsuitable gestures due to overlapping of basic skeleton links
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4.2 Training on Datasets

To verify if the constructed dataset of images would further allow us to create a full-
scalemodel formachine learning,we used theTeachablemachine service [41],which
draws skeletons for dataset images and allows constructing and training a newmodel
according to the selected training parameters. At this initial stage, for each command
we used only 50 images from 5 participants to train a very basic model, which
was taught to distinguish all 18 classes (all possible control commands of Table1).
Yet, even for a such small dataset the trained model demonstrated acceptable results
(Fig. 5) that would obviously improve with the training set growth.

In order to check whether it is possible to detect correctly displayed gestures
without constructing a skeleton and whether the skeleton use could improve the
recognition precision we used Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF [21]) and Fast
Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbors (FLANN [22]) techniques. SURF was
used to search for key features of the images (frames from the video sequences). Next,
in order to obtain a quick and efficient matching, the comparison was performed
using key feature comparator FLANN. The experiments obviously demonstrated
that images with a similar posture of skeletons have more matches than in other
cases. Figure6 demonstrates an example of key feature points matching with two
approaches: direct matching (the upper row in the figure; only 67 matches were
successful) and using a basic skeleton (the central row in the figure; 103 matches
were successful). Yet, for similar postures a skeleton-based approach also provided

Fig. 5 An example of model training results using the Teachable machine service: 100% success
for Class 6, 79% for Class 4, and 100% for Class 3. Note a mistake in the skeleton extraction for
the image on the right
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Fig. 6 A direct matching of postures without skeleton use (the upper row, 67 matches), a skeleton-
based matching (the central row, 103 matches) and a skeleton-based matching of slightly different
gesture (the bottom row, 91 matches)

a good level of matching (the bottom row in the figure; 91 matches were successful);
however, in this example the two postures are objectively similar and thus a high
level of matching features was appropriate.

Matching of some other images demonstrated that using a skeleton might not
always cause a quantitative improvement relatively to the direct matching. For exam-
ple, Fig. 7 demonstrates a particular case where the direct matching of postures with-
out a skeleton quantitatively (technically) outperformed the skeleton-basedmatching
(106 matches vs. 101 matches respectfully). Yet, a close look at the suggested corre-
sponding matches demonstrates that in both cases a vast majority of the matches was
wrong while the situation with proper matches was slightly better for the skeleton-
based approach. The same issues with wrong matches applies to Fig. 6, but again
the skeleton-based approach (Fig. 6, central row) demonstrated a significantly better
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Fig. 7 A direct matching of postures without skeleton use (the upper row, 106 matches) and a
skeleton-based matching (the bottom row, 101 matches)

amount of properly matched key features that the direct approach. The experimental
results demonstrated that using SURF and FLANN techniques for matching, both
with the direct approach and the skeleton-based approach, failed to provide accept-
able level of matching for two similar human postures. Therefore, constructing a new
classifier and teaching it appropriately becomes inevitable.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a concept for controlling the car-like robot Avrora Unior
locomotion using human gestures. The list of 18 control commands contained basic
and compound commands. A group of 17 volunteers used the commands’ list to
create individual control gestures independently. A small part of the obtained dataset
of gestures (less than 0.2%) was used with the Teachable machine service in order
to preliminary evaluate the possibility of constructing a full-scale model and to
train it appropriately. The obtained model demonstrated acceptable recognition rate.
We also attempted to apply SURF and FLANN techniques for matching with the
direct matching approach and the skeleton-based approach, but they demonstrated
an insufficient matching quality. Finally, we concluded that the collected dataset will
allow constructing a good model that could be taught to successfully distinguish
locomotion control gestures. The gestures from the developed datasets were not
studied in any statistical aspects yet, which is a part of our ongoing work that will
allow using the most statistically significant gestures and demonstrate reliability and
validity of the proposed gesture selection criteria.
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